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T7 RNA polymerase produces 59 end
heterogeneity during in vitro transcription
from certain templates
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ABSTRACT

The use of T7 RNA polymerase to prepare large quantities of RNA of a particular sequence has greatly facilitated the
study of both the structure and function of RNA. Generally, it has been believed that the products of this technique
are highly homogeneous in sequence, with only a few noted exceptions. We have carefully examined the transcrip-
tional products of several tRNAs that vary in their 5 9 end sequence and found that, for those molecules that begin with
multiple, consecutive guanosines, the transcriptional products are far from homogenous. Although a template be-
ginning with GCG showed no detectable 5 9 end heterogeneity, two tRNA templates designed to have either four or five
consecutive guanosines at their 59 ends had more than 30% of their total transcriptional products extended by at least
one untemplated nucleotide at their 5 9 end. By simply reducing the number of consecutive guanosines, the hetero-
geneity was reduced significantly. The presence of this 5 9 end heterogeneity in combination with the 3 9 end hetero-
geneity common to T7 transcriptions results in a mixture of RNA molecules even after rigorous size purification.
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INTRODUCTION

In vitro transcription by T7 RNA polymerase is used
widely to produce RNA for biophysical, biochemical,
and molecular biological experiments (Milligan et al+,
1987; Sampson & Uhlenbeck, 1988; Tuerk & Gold,
1990; Xiong & Lommel, 1991; Batey et al+, 1992; Ni-
konowicz et al+, 1992; Doudna et al+, 1993)+ Most tran-
scription reactions show a significant amount of 39-
terminal heterogeneity where the expected runoff
product is contaminated by shorter products arising
from premature terminations and longer products aris-
ing from nontemplated additions of residues (Schen-
born & Mierendorf, 1985; Milligan et al+, 1987)+ In
addition, certain templates yield unexpectedly large
products caused by internal slipping at homopoly-
meric runs (Groebe & Uhlenbeck, 1988; Macdonald
et al+, 1993) or self-priming (Konarska & Sharp, 1989;
Krupp, 1989; Cazenave & Uhlenbeck, 1994)+ How-
ever, in almost all cases, it is possible to obtain ho-
mogeneous product by rigorous purification of RNA

of the correct size, usually by PAGE+ Here we report
evidence that transcripts beginning with consecutive
guanosine residues contain significant 59-terminal het-
erogeneity that can make it impossible to recover pure
RNA by simple size purification+

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Inconsistencies in the kinetic properties of several tRNAs
prepared by in vitro transcription with T7 RNA polymer-
ase prompted a closer examination of the products of
their transcription reactions+ Figure 1 shows the desired
products from in vitro transcription of five different tRNAs,
chosen for this study primarily because they have vary-
ing numbers of consecutive guanosines at their 59 ends+
Using the usual methods, each of these sequences was
cloned into pUC19 plasmid DNA between the wild-type
17-nt T7 promoter sequence and a BstN 1 restriction site
(Sampson & Uhlenbeck, 1988)+ Plasmids were linear-
ized with BstN 1 and used for in vitro transcriptions un-
der reaction conditions typically used to produce high
yields+ Each reaction contained [g-32P] GTP to specif-
ically label the 59 end of each transcription product, and
ATPaS to insert a phosphorothioate linkage 59 of every
adenosine in the sequence+ At the desired times, the
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tRNA length products were purified on a Sephadex G-25
column to remove both unincorporated NTPs and short
abortive products+ The purified RNAs were treated with
iodine to cleave the phosphate backbone at positions
of phosphorothioate incorporation (Schatz et al+, 1991)+
The products of these cleavage reactions were sepa-
rated on a sequencing gel and visualized using a
phosphorimager+

Figure 2A shows the results of iodine cleavage for
each of the five RNAs+ As expected, the major cleav-
age products for each RNA are found at positions cor-
responding to the proper length from the 59 end of the
molecule to each adenosine in the sequence+ In the
case of YF0, these are the only visible products+ How-
ever, additional minor bands are observed for the other
four sequences, indicating the presence of adenosines
at other positions+ The number and relative intensity of
these bands is different for each of the RNAs+A careful
quantitation of the products near one expected aden-
osine for each RNA is shown in Figure 2B+ In the case
of YF0, no minor bands were detected within the limit of
the experiment (,0+5%)+ In contrast, CA0 has at least
four distinct bands in an area expected to have only
one adenosine+ The most intense band is present at
the expected position, whereas the other bands appear
at positions 11, 12, and 13, comprising 20, 9, and 5%

of the total radioactivity, respectively+ The three remain-
ing sequences also show such longer products, but
with varying intensities+ Although the data shown for
each RNA are derived from just one set of bands near
a single adenosine residue, the same distribution of
bands is seen for each adenosine throughout each RNA
sequence+ This consistent distribution of minor bands
leads to the conclusion that the additional products do
not result from slipping of the polymerase during the
elongation phase of the transcription, but rather are
molecules that have additional nucleotides at their 59
end, and otherwise are identical+

When these data are compared to the sequences of
the different RNAs, a clear relationship is seen be-
tween the presence of minor bands and the number of
consecutive 59-terminal guanosines+ Indeed, the deriv-
atives of CQ1 and CA0 designed to reduce the number
of consecutive 59-terminal guanosines, CQ10 and CA2,
respectively, both show significant reductions in the lev-
els of the minor bands relative to the parent molecules+
However, the presence of the bands cannot be ex-
plained simply by the number of consecutive guano-
sines because CA0 (with four guanosines) has more
minor products than does CQ1 (with five guanosines)+

A number of experiments was performed to verify
that these additional bands were not a result of the

FIGURE 1. Desired products from in vitro transcription of CQ1 (an A1G mutant of E. coli tRNAGln), CQ10 (a GC 4–69 AU
mutant of CQ1), YF0 (yeast tRNAPhe), CA0 (E. coli tRNAAla), and CA2 (a GC 4–69 CG mutant of CA0)+
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method used for detecting these aberrant RNA prod-
ucts+ Transcripts prepared with 10% ATPaS and 90%
ATP did not change the relative amount or position of
the additional bands, indicating that the presence of
the phosphorothioate containing NTP did not intrinsi-
cally produce the extra bands+ Transcriptions with ei-
ther CTPaS or UTPaS instead of ATPaS also gave
very similar patterns for the extra products, suggesting
that the substituted ATPaS did not cause the extra prod-
ucts+ Finally, RNAs transcribed with only the four nor-
mal NTPs and [g-32P] GTP were purified and subjected
to partial digestion with RNase T1 to give specific cleav-
age after guanosines+ The minor bands observed by
this method were identical in amount and distribution to
those seen using phosphorothioate cleavage+

Two different mechanisms may explain the 59-terminal
heterogeneity observed in the transcription products
from T7 promoter sequences containing consecutive
guanosine residues+One possibility is that slippage oc-
curs during the initiation processes such that, after the
second nucleotide is added to form pppGpG, the dinu-
cleotide can slip back by one residue in the enzyme ac-
tive site prior to further elongation+ Such a mechanism
has been proposed to explain 59-terminal heterogene-
ity produced by Escherichia coli RNA polymerase when
initiating transcription with consecutive adenosines or uri-
dines (Guo & Roberts, 1990; Xiong & Reznikoff, 1993)+
A related possibility is based on the observation that the

large amount of abortive initiation products produced by
T7 RNA polymerase can serve as primers for future ini-
tiation events (Moroney & Piccirilli, 1991)+ If one assumes
that abortive products can reinitiate in an incorrect frame,
59 end heterogeneity would result+More work is needed
to clearly define the exact mechanism or mechanisms
by which 59-terminal heterogeneity is produced by this
polymerase+

Regardless of the mechanism, the presence of 59-
terminal heterogeneity greatly complicates the isola-
tion of RNA molecules with both length and sequence
homogeneity because of the inevitable 39-terminal het-
erogeneity that results from premature termination and
nontemplated additions of nucleotides by T7 RNA poly-
merase+ To illustrate this point, one of these tRNAs was
subjected to a functional assay+Using [a-32P] CTP,CA0
was transcribed to a low specific activity, allowing the
transcription products to be purified to single-nucleotide
resolution on a polyacrylamide gel (Fig+ 3A)+ Each of
the three major transcription products was assayed sub-
sequently for its ability to be aminoacylated by E. coli
alanyl-tRNA synthetase+ Because aminoacyl-tRNA syn-
thetases require a 39-terminal CCA sequence in order
to covalently attach an amino acid, the fraction of each
band with a properly terminated 39 end can be esti-
mated by measuring the amount of tritiated amino acid
incorporated into the RNA+ As shown in Figure 3B, ap-
proximately 80% of the molecules in the proper sized

FIGURE 2. Results of iodine cleavage of phosphorothioate-containing RNAs+ A: Sequencing gel showing products 10–
76-nt long with positions 30–48 enlarged+ B: Line integration of the radioactivity present near one expected adenosine for
each RNA+ The major band is present at the left end of the trace, with positions 11, 12, and 13 appearing to the right+ The
percentage of radioactivity present in each peak is indicated+
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transcript (76-nt long) are able to be aminoacylated+
The transcript one nucleotide shorter was only amino-
acylatable to a very low level, whereas the transcript
one nucleotide longer reached a level of approximately
55%+ These results correlate well with the RNA se-
quencing data+ Because none of the detectable 59 end
heterogeneity seen for this molecule corresponded to
shorter products, the entire 75-nt transcript must result
from premature 39-end termination events+ The level of
aminoacylation of the 76-nt sample confirms that at
least 80% of the molecules have properly terminated 59
and 39 ends+ Although the inability of the remaining
20% to be aminoacylated may be explained partly by
misfolding of the RNA (or other such problems), it is
also undoubtedly due to contamination of the sample
with molecules that are one or more nucleotides longer
at the 59 end and an equal number of nucleotides shorter
at the 39 end+ The 77-nt transcript actually contains a
majority of molecules (55%) that have a properly formed
39-terminal CCA, but are longer by one nucleotide at
their 59 end+ The molecules with additional 59-end nu-
cleotides remain active in this assay, whereas the other
45% of the molecules do not+

All products of in vitro transcription using T7 RNA
polymerase will potentially contain some amount of
59-end heterogeneity+ The amount of heterogeneity
produced for a given RNA will vary from extremely high
to undetectable levels, depending on several variables,
including the sequence of the RNA, the length of the
RNA, the NTP concentrations, and the duration of the
transcription+ The amount of heterogeneity acceptable
to the experimentalist will depend upon the intended
use of the RNA molecules+When the RNA is to be used
for such experiments as in vitro translation assays,
even the high levels of heterogeneity produced from
the CA0 template (;35% of the total transcription) may
be tolerable+ Conversely, RNA intended for structural
studies either by NMR or X-ray crystallography is often
required to be of very high homogeneity+ Although un-
detectable in our experiments, the levels of heteroge-
neity produced from the YF0 template may be sufficient
to prevent crystallization+ For typical biochemical ex-
periments using in vitro-transcribed RNA, 90% sample
purity is often considered acceptable+ However, even a
10% contamination of molecules with 59-end heteroge-
neity may greatly complicate the analysis of certain
experiments+ For example, in a multiple turnover amino-
acylation assay of the 76-nt CA0 substrate presented
above, the 20% of the molecules that were inactive for
aminoacylation may be able to bind the enzyme and
influence the experimentally determined kinetic con-
stants of the active population+ Low levels of contami-
nation may also lead to false assignment of minor
cleavage sites in ribozyme assays, or incorrect location
of branch points in splicing assays+

Given the observations presented here, it is recom-
mended that any RNA made by T7 transcription should
be examined carefully+ When the amount of heteroge-
neity is determined to be too high, one of two steps can
be taken+ In situations where the 59 end sequence can
be changed without altering the function of the RNA, it
can be changed to a sequence that produces very low
levels of heterogeneity, such as that of YF0+When this
is not possible, the only way to ensure proper 59 and 39
end formation is to employ some form of post- or co-
transcriptional processing event (Dzianott & Bujarski,
1988;Grosshans & Cech, 1991; Price et al+, 1995; Ferre
& Doudna, 1996; Lapham & Crothers, 1996; Lapham
et al+, 1997; Santoro & Joyce, 1997)+

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Transcription and cleavage
of 59 end-labeled RNA

In vitro transcriptions were performed in 50 mM Tris-HCl,
pH 8+1, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM each NTP, 20 mM MgCl2, 1 mM
spermidine, 0+1 mg/mL BstN 1-linearized plasmid DNA, and
0+03 mg/mL T7 RNA polymerase+ Included in the reactions
was [g-32P] GTP (NEN) at a specific activity of 1,000 Ci/mol+

FIGURE 3. A: Purification of internally labeled CA0 transcript+
Lane 1 is the unpurified transcription reaction, and lanes 2–4 are the
purified transcripts+ Contamination seen in the 77-nt sample repre-
sents less than 10% of the total+ B: Fraction of each purified tran-
script able to be aminoacylated by E. coli alanyl-tRNA synthetase+
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When desired, phosphorothioate incorporation was accom-
plished by substituting the corresponding NTP with either
1 mM NTPaS (for 100% incorporation), or a mixture of
0+9 mM NTP and 0+1 mM NTPaS (for 10% incorporation)+
After 4 h at 37 8C, the reactions were quenched by addition of
10 volumes of 300 mM sodium acetate, 0+5 mM EDTA, and
subsequently purified on a Sephadex G-25 column pre-
equilibrated in the same buffer+ The samples were precipi-
tated with three volumes of 100% ethanol, followed by two
washes with 70% ethanol+ Cleavage of the phosphorothioate-
containing RNAs was accomplished in a reaction containing
10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8+0, 1 mM iodine, and 10% ethanol+After
5 min at room temperature, the reactions were quenched by
addition of sodium bisulfite to 10 mM+ Partial cleavage of the
RNAs with RNase T1 was accomplished as described in
Ehresmann et al+ (1987)+ The products of cleavage reactions
were analyzed on a 45-cm 12% polyacrylamide sequencing
gel run until the bromophenyl blue migrated 45 cm+

Transcription and aminoacylation of internally
labeled RNAs

The RNAs for aminoacylation reactions were made by tran-
scription with the four NTPs under the same conditions, but
with [a-32P] CTP (50 Ci/mol) (NEN)+ After 4 h at 37 8C,
10 units of calf intestinal phosphatase (New England Biolabs)
were added to each of the reactions and incubated for an
additional hour at 37 8C+ Reactions were purified with Sepha-
dex G-25 and precipitated as before+ Samples were purified
on a 45-cm 12% polyacrylamide gel that was run until the
xylene cyanol had migrated a total distance of 65 cm+ The gel
was exposed to film in order to isolate the individual bands+
Aminoacylation reactions were performed in 30 mM HEPES,
pH 7+5, 30 mM KCl, 15 mM MgCl2, 4 mM ATP, 7 mM b-ME,
20 mM 3H-alanine (40 Ci/mmol) (Amersham), 0+2 mM RNA,
and either 10 nM or 100 nM E. coli alanyl-tRNA synthetase+
RNA concentration was determined based on the known spe-
cific activity of the sample+Reactions were performed at 37 8C,
with aliquots removed at various time points and quenched
by spotting onto 5% trichloroacetic acid soaked Whatman
3MM paper+ After washing in 5% TCA, the individual filters
were counted by liquid scintillation counting while separating
the counts resulting from the 3H and the 32P+
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